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Abstract. We consider a class of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations
which are Hamiltonian and are perturbations of linear dispersive
equations. The unperturbed dynamical system has a bound state, a
spatially localized and time periodic solution. We show that, for ge-
neric nonlinear Hamiltonian perturbations, all small amplitude so-
lutions decay to zero as time tends to in®nity at an anomalously slow
rate. In particular, spatially localized and time-periodic solutions of
the linear problem are destroyed by generic nonlinear Hamiltonian
perturbations via slow radiation of energy to in®nity. These solutions
can therefore be thought of as metastable states. The main mecha-
nism is a nonlinear resonant interaction of bound states (eigenfunc-
tions) and radiation (continuous spectral modes), leading to energy
transfer from the discrete to continuum modes. This is in contrast to
the KAM theory in which appropriate nonresonance conditions im-
ply the persistence of invariant tori. A hypothesis ensuring that such a
resonance takes place is a nonlinear analogue of the Fermi golden
rule, arising in the theory of resonances in quantum mechanics. The
techniques used involve: (i) a time-dependent method developed by
the authors for the treatment of the quantum resonance problem and
perturbations of embedded eigenvalues, (ii) a generalization of the
Hamiltonian normal form appropriate for in®nite dimensional dis-
persive systems and (iii) ideas from scattering theory. The arguments
are quite general and we expect them to apply to a large class of
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systems which can be viewed as the interaction of ®nite dimensional
and in®nite dimensional dispersive dynamical systems, or as a system
of particles coupled to a ®eld.
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1. Introduction and statement of main results ±
Smile of the Cheshire Cat
Structural stability and the persistence of coherent structures under
perturbations of a dynamical system are fundamental issues in dy-
namical systems theory with implications in many ®elds of applica-
tion. In the context of discrete, ®nite dimensional Hamiltonian
systems, this issue is addressed by the celebrated KAM theorem [3],
which guarantees the persistence of most invariant tori of the un-
perturbed dynamics under small Hamiltonian perturbations. For
in®nite dimensional systems, de®ned by Hamiltonian partial dier-
ential equations (PDEs), KAM type methods have recently been used
to obtain results on the persistence of periodic and quasi-periodic
solutions, in the case where solutions are de®ned on compact spatial
domains with appropriate boundary conditions [4], [17], [37]. Varia-
tional methods have also been used to study this problem; see, for
example, [6]. The compactness of the spatial domain ensures dis-
creteness of the spectrum associated with the unperturbed dynamics.
Therefore this situation is the generalization of the ®nite dimensional
case to systems with an in®nite number of discrete oscillators and
frequencies.
In this paper we consider these questions in the context of
Hamiltonian systems for which the unperturbed dynamics has as-
sociated with it discrete and continuous spectrum. This situation
arises in the study of Hamiltonian PDEs governing functions de®ned
on unbounded spatial domains or, more generally, extended systems.
The physical picture is that of a system which can be viewed as an
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interaction between one or more discrete oscillators and a ®eld or
continuous medium. In contrast to the KAM theory, where non-
resonance implies persistence, we ®nd here that resonant nonlinear
interaction between discrete (bound state) modes and continuum
(dispersive radiation) modes leads to energy transfer from the discrete
to continuum modes. This mechanism is responsible for the eventual
time-decay and nonpersistence of trapped states. The rate of time-
decay, however, is very slow and hence such a trapped state can be
thought of as a metastable state.
The methods we develop are applicable to a large class of problems
which can be viewed schematically in terms of ``particle-®eld inter-
actions''. In the present work, we have not attempted to present
general results under weak hypotheses but rather have endeavored to
illustrate, by way of example, this widely occurring phenomenon and
clearly present the strategy for its analysis. A more general point of
view will be taken up in future work. The approach we use was mo-
tivated and in part developed in the context of our study of a class of
nonlinear SchroÈ dinger equations with multiple nonlinear bound states
and the quantum resonance problem [60], [61], [62], [63]. See also [11],
[12] and [46]. Related problems are also considered in [32] and [44].
We begin with a linear dispersive Hamiltonian PDE for a
function ux; t; x 2 Rn and t > 0. Suppose that this system has
spatially localized and time-periodic solutions. Such solutions are
often called bound states. A typical solution to such a linear system
consists of (i) a non-decaying part, expressible as a linear combi-
nation of bound states, plus (ii) a part which decays to zero in
suitable norms (dispersion). This paper is devoted to the study of
the following questions:
(1) Do small amplitude spatially localized and time-periodic so-
lutions persist for typical non-linear and Hamiltonian perturbations?
(2) What is the character of general small amplitude solutions to
the perturbed dynamics?
(3) How are the structures of the unperturbed dynamics mani-
fested in the perturbed dynamics?
Representative of the class of equations of interest is the nonlinear
Klein-Gordon equation:
@2t u  Dÿ V x ÿ m2
ÿ 
u kf u; k 2 R 1:1
with f u real-valued, smooth in a neighborhood of u  0 and having
an expansion:
f u  u3  Ou4 : 1:2
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Here, u : x; t 7! ux; t 2 R; x 2 R3, and t > 0. We shall restrict our
large time asymptotic analysis to the case f u  u3. The more gen-
eral case (1.2) can be treated by the technique of this paper by making
suitable modi®cation of W s;p norms used.
We consider (1.1) with Cauchy data:
ux; 0  u0x; and @tux; 0  u1x : 1:3
Equation (1.1) is a Hamiltonian system with energy:
Eu; @tu  1
2
Z
@tu2  jruj2  m2u2  V xu2 dx k
Z
F u dx ;
1:4
where F 0u  f u and F 0  0:
In the context of equations of type (1.1), we have found the fol-
lowing answers to questions (1), (2) and (3).
(A1) In a small open neighborhood of the origin, there are no
periodic or quasiperiodic solutions; Corollary 1.1.
(A2) All solutions in this neighborhood tend to zero (radiate) as
t!1; Theorem 1.1.
(A3) The time decay of solutions is anomalously slow; i:e: a rate
which is slower than the free dispersive rate; Theorem 1.1.
Dynamical systems of the type we analyze appear in a number of
physical settings. Consider a nonlinear medium in which waves can
propagate. If the medium has local inhomogeneities, defects or im-
purities, these arise in the mathematical model as a spatially depen-
dent coecient in the equation (e.g. localized potential). Such
perturbations of the original homogeneous (translation invariant)
dynamics introduce new modes into the system (impurity modes)
which can trap some of the energy and aect the time evolution of the
system; see [41], [35], [73].
Let hKi  1 jKj212. For the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation,
(1.1), we prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let V x be real-valued and such that
(V1) For d > 5 and jaj  2; j@aV xj  Cahxiÿd.
(V2) ÿD 1ÿ1 x  rlV x
 
ÿD 1ÿ1 is bounded on
L2 forjlj  N with N  10:
(V3) Zero is not a resonance of the operator ÿD V ; see [31], [72].
Assume the operator
B2  ÿD V x  m2 1:5
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has continuous spectrum, rcontH  m2;1, and a unique strictly
positive simple eigenvalue, X2 < m2 with associated normalized eigen-
function, u:
B2u  X2u : 1:6
Correspondingly, the linear Klein-Gordon equation (1.1), with k  0,
has a two-parameter family of spatially localized and time-periodic
solutions of the form:
ux; t  R cosXt  h ux : 1:7





ÿ   p
3X
 Fcu3ÿ 3X2 > 0 : 1:8
Here, Pc denotes the projection onto the continuous spectral part of B
and Fc denotes the Fourier transform relative to the continuous spec-
tral part of B.
Assume that the initial data u0; u1 are such that the norm
ku0kw2;2\w2;1 and ku1kw1;2\w1;1 are suciently small. Then, the solution of
the initial value problem for (1.1), with k 6 0 and f u  u3 decays as
t! 1. The solution ux; t has the following expansion as t! 1:
ux; t  Rt cosXt  htux  gx; t ; 1:9
where




R  ~R Oj~Rj2; j~Rj small
~R  214 ~R01 3
4
~R40X
ÿ1k2Cjtjÿ14  1 Ojtjÿd
 
; d > 0
R0  R0; R20  ju; u0j2  Xÿ2ju; u1j2
Corollary 1.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1:1, there are no
periodic or quasiperiodic orbits of the ¯ow t 7! ut; @tut de®ned by
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1:1 in a suciently small neighborhood of the origin in the space
W 2;1 \ W 2;2  W 1;2 \ W 1;1.
It is interesting to contrast our results with those known for
Hamiltonian partial dierential equations for a function ux; t,
where x varies over a compact spatial domain, e.g. periodic or Diri-
chelt boundary conditions [4], [17], [37]. For nonlinear wave equa-
tions of the form, (1.1), with periodic boundary conditions in x, KAM
type results have been proved; invariant tori, associated with a
nonresonance condition persist under small perturbations. The
nonresonance hypotheses of such results fail in the current context, a
consequence of the continuous spectrum associated with unbounded
spatial domains. In our situation, non-vanishing resonant coupling
(condition (1.8)) provides the mechanism for the radiative decay and
therefore nonpersistence of localized periodic solutions.
Remarks. (1) The condition (1.8) is a nonlinear variant of the Fermi
golden rule arising in quantum mechanics; see, for example, [18], [62].
This condition holds generically in the space of potentials satisfying
the hypothesis of the theorem. Note that the condition (1.8) implies
that
3X 2 rcontB 1:11
i.e. the frequency, 3X, generated by the cubic nonlinearity lies in the
continuous spectrum of B. The hypothesis (1.8) ensures a nonvan-
ishing coupling to the continuous spectrum.
(2) The regularity and decay hypotheses on V x are related to the
techniques we use to obtain suitable decay estimates on the linear
evolution in L2hxiÿd dx and Lp; see Section 2.
(3) Persistence of dynamically stable bound states for special per-
turbations: There are nonlinear perturbations of the linear Klein-
Gordon equation, (1.1) with k  0, for which there is a persistence of
time-periodic and spatially localized solutions. Suppose we extend
our considerations to the class of complex-valued solutions:
u : Rn R! C, and study the perturbed equation:
@2t ÿ D V x  kjujpÿ1
 
u  0 ; 1:12
where 1 < p <1 for n  1; 2 and 1 < p < n2nÿ2 for n  3. Unlike
(1.1), equation (1.12) has the symmetry u 7! ueic and it has been
shown [51] that (1.12) has time periodic and spatially localized so-
lutions of the form eixtUx; x with U 2 H1, which bifurcate from
the zero solution at the point eigenvalue of ÿD V x ÿ x2, by
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global variational [39], [65] and local bifurcation methods [45].
There are numerous other examples of equations for which the per-
sistence of coherent structures under perturbations is linked to the
perturbation respecting a certain symmetry of the unperturbed
problem. The stability of small amplitude bifurcating states of (1.12)
can be proved using the methods of [24], [70]. An asymptotic stability
and scattering theory has been developed for nonlinear SchroÈ dinger
dynamics (NLS) in [60]. If the potential V x supports more than one
bound state, the above methods can be used to show the persistence of
nonlinear excited states. However, it is shown in [63] that the NLS
excited states are unstable, due to a resonant mechanism of the type
studied here for (1.1).
(4) In contrast with the time-decay rates associated with linear
dispersive equations, the time-decay rates of typical solutions de-
scribed by Theorem 1.1 is anomalously slow. See Section 8 for a
discussion of this point.
We now present an outline of the ideas behind our analysis. For
k  0, solutions of equation (1.1) are naturally decomposed into their
discrete and continuous spectral components:
ux; t  atux  gx; t u; g; t  0 ; 1:13
where f ; g denotes the usual complex inner product on L2. The
functions at and gx; t satisfy system of decoupled equations:
a00  X2 a  0 ; 1:14
@2t g B2g  0 ; 1:15
with initial data
a0  u; u0; a00  u; u1
gx; 0  Pcu0; @tgx; 0  Pcu1 1:16
For k 6 0, and for small amplitude initial conditions, we use the
same decomposition, (1.13). Now the discrete and the continuum
modes are coupled and the dynamics are qualitatively described by
the following model system:
a00  X2 a  3ka2v; g; t 1:17
@2t gÿ Dg m2g  k a3v : 1:18
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Here, vx is a localized function of x; in particular, v  u3, and we
assume (see (1.8)) 3X > m. In selecting the model problem (1.17±
1.18), we have replaced B2, restricted to its continuous spectral part,
by B20  ÿD m2, which intuitively should lead to the same quali-
tative result.
The system (1.17±1.18) can be interpreted as a system governing
the dynamics of discrete oscillator, with amplitude at and natural
frequency X, coupled to a continuous medium in which waves, of
amplitude gx; t, propagate, or as an oscillating particle coupled to a
®eld.1
The system (1.17±1.18) is a Hamiltonian system with conserved
total energy functional:
~E g; @tg; a; a0   1
2
Z
@tg2  jrgj2  m2g2 dx 1
2
a02  X2a2ÿ 
ÿ ka3
Z
vxgx; t dx 1:19
We now solve (1.18) and substitute the result into (1.17). Note
that, to leading order, solutions of (1.17) oscillate with frequency X.
Therefore the a3 term in (1.18) acts as an external driving force with a
3X frequency component. Since 9X2 is larger then m2, a nonlinear
resonance of the oscillator with the continuum takes place. To cal-
culate the eect of this resonance requires a careful analysis involving
(i) a study of singular limits of resolvents as an eigenvalue parameter
approaches the continuous spectrum (see Section 4) and (ii) and the
derivation of a normal form which is natural for an in®nite dimen-
sional conservative system with dispersion (see Section 5). This leads
to an equation of the following type for at (or rather some near-
identity transform of it):
a00  X2  Ojaj2
 
a  ÿC r4 a0; t > 0 1:20
where r  Ojaj, and C > 0 is the positive number given in (1.8). For
the model system (1.18), Fc in (1.8) is replaced by the usual Fourier
transform. This is the equation of a nonlinearly damped oscillator:
d
dt




 ÿ2Cr4a02 < 0; for t > 0 1:21
1A related example is a model introduced in 1900 by H. Lamb [38], governing the
oscillations of mass-spring-string system. See also [7], [21], [53], [30].
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Therefore, nonlinear resonance is responsible for internal damping in
the system; energy is lost or rather transferred from the discrete os-
cillator into the ®eld or continuous medium, where it is propagated to
in®nity as dispersive waves. Solutions of (1.20) decay with a rate
Otÿ1=4, and it follows that kg; tk1  Otÿ3=4. Note, however that
the total energy of the system, an H1 type quantity, is conserved. In
(1.20), we have neglected higher order eects coming from the con-
tinuous spectral part of H . These, it turns out, have a small eect and
can be treated perturbatively.
Aspects of the analysis are related to our recent treatment of the
quantum resonance problem [61], [62]. The situation with quantum
resonances can be summarised brie¯y as follows. Let H0 be a self-
adjoint operator having an eigenvalue, k0, embedded in its continu-
ous spectrum, with corresponding normalized eigenfunction w0. Let
W be a small localized symmetric perturbation, satisfying the
(generically valid) Fermi golden rule resonance condition:
C0  pW w0; dH0 ÿ k0PcW w0 6 0 : 1:22
Then in a neighborhood of k0, we show that the spectrum of
H  H0  W is absolutely continuous by proving that all solutions of
the SchroÈ dinger equation:
i@tw  Hw  H0  W w ; 1:23
with initial data which is spectrally localized (with respect to H ) in a
neighborhood of k0, decay to zero in a local energy norm as t! 1.
Such solutions are characterized by exponential time-decay for an
initial transient period, and then algebraic (dispersive decay) there-
after. During this transient period, At, the projection onto the mode
w0, is governed by the equation:
A0t  ik ÿ C0At; t > 0 1:24
where k  k0  w0;W w0, and by (1.22), C0 > 0.
In the class of nonlinear problems under consideration, if we
express the amplitude, at, as
at  At eiXt  At eÿiXt : 1:25
Then we ®nd after a near-identity transformation an equation of the
form:






jAj4A; t > 0 : 1:26
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From this, the Otÿ1=4 behavior is evident. Equations (1.25±1.26)
lead to (1.20). As in (1.20), we have in (1.24) and (1.26) neglected the
higher order coupling to the continuous spectral (radiation) compo-
nent of the solution. These contributions are treated perturbatively.
Remarks. (1) Lamb shift: Note that in the nonlinear problem, as-
ymptotically there is no Lamb shift type correction to the frequency;
the frequency shift is OjAj2  Otÿ1=2 as t! 1.
(2) Emergence of irreversible behavior from reversible dynamics;
dissipation through dispersion: Being Hamiltonian, the underlying
equation of motion, (1.1), is time reversible. In particular, the equa-
tion has the invariance: ux; t 7! ux;ÿt. Yet, the equation in (1.26)
is clearly not time-reversible. This apparent paradox is related to the










ÿD m2 ÿ E  ieÿ ÿ1 1:27
satis®es a local decay estimate as t! 1. For t < 0, the corre-
sponding equation for At would have ÿC replaced by C; cf: [2],
[12], [61], [62].
The nonpersistence of small amplitude spatially localized and
time-periodic or quasiperiodic solutions to (1.1) has been studied in
[56], [57]. In this work, the phenomenon of nonpersistence is
formulated as a question concerning the instability of embedded
eigenvalues of a suitable linear self-adjoint operator. A result on
structural instability is proved; under the hypothesis (1.8), time-
periodic or quasiperiodic solutions of the linear problem equation
(k  0) do not continue to nearby solutions of the nonlinear problem
(k 6 0).
The question of nonpersistence of periodic solutions has also been
considered extensively in the context of the sine-Gordon equation
@2t u  @2x uÿ sin u : 1:28
Spatially localized and time-periodic solutions of the sine-Gordon
equation are called breathers and the question of their persistence
under small Hamiltonian perturbations in the dynamics has been the
subject of extensive investigations. See, for example, [54], [16], [13]
[69], [8], [9], [19], [34], [47], [66], [42].
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Analytical, formal asymptotic and numerical studies strongly
suggest that for typical Hamiltonian perturbations of the sine-
Gordon equation, for example, the /4 model:
@2t u  @2x uÿ u u3 ; 1:29
no small amplitude breathers exist and that solutions obtained
from spatially localized initial data radiate to zero very slowly as t
tends to in®nity.2 We believe this is related to the mechanism for
slow radiative decay, as explained by Theorem 1.1 in the context
of (1.1).
Finally, we wish to comment on the connection between our work
and the approach taken in [56], [8], [19], and [34]. As in the contin-
uation theory of periodic solutions of ordinary dierential equations
[15], it is natural to seek a periodic solution of (1.1) for k 6 0 which
behaves, as the amplitude a tends to zero, like a solution (1.7) of the
linear limit problem. The equation is autonomous with respect to time,
so we seek a 2pXÿ1a -periodic solution for k 6 0 with an amplitude
dependent period. Since we do not know the period a priori, it is
convenient to de®ne
ux; t  Uax; s; s  Xat 1:30





Ua  k U3a : 1:31
We formally expand the solution and frequency:
Ua  aU1  a3U3    
Xa  X a2X2     : 1:32
Substitution of (1.32) into (1.31) and assembling terms according to
their order in a, one gets a hierarchy of equations beginning with
Oa1: X2@2s  B2
ÿ 
U1  0 1:33
Oa3: X2@2s  B2
ÿ 
U3  kU31 ÿ 2XX2@2s U1 1:34
2In [40], breather type solutions have been constructed for the discrete sine-Gordon
equation, where @2x, is replaced by its discretization on a suciently coarse lattice.
Also, a generalization of the notion of breather has been considered in the geometric
context of wave maps [55].
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Equation (1.33) has a solution
U1x; s  cos s ux : 1:35









u3 cos 3s 1:36














u3 cos 3s : 1:38
Since the inhomogeneous term in (1.37) is nonresonant with the
continuous spectrum of B2, one can ®nd a 2p-periodic solution U 13
provided the right hand side is L2S12p R3- orthogonal to the ad-
joint zero mode: cos s ux. This latter condition uniquely determines
X2. Note however that the right hand side of (1.38) is resonant with
continuous spectrum of B2 if 3X > m. To compute the obstruction to
solvability, seek a solution of (1.38) of the form U 23  cos 3s F .
Then,
B2 ÿ 9X2ÿ F  k
4
u3 1:39
and thus we expect to ®nd F 2 L2 if and only if the component of u3
in the direction of the generalized eigenfunction at frequency 3X of
the operator B vanishes. Therefore, if the nonlinear Fermi golden rule
(1.8) holds, our formal expansion in L2S12p R3 breaks down. The
relation with our work is that we prove that this obstruction to
solvability, in fact, implies the radiative behavior of solutions de-
scribed in our main theorem.
2. Linear analysis
In this section we summarize the tools of linear analysis employed in
this paper.
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2.1. Estimates for the ( free) Klein Gordon equation
We begin by considering the Cauchy problem for the linear Klein-
Gordon equation for a function ux; t; x 2 Rn; t 6 0.
@2t u  Dÿ m2u  ÿB20u 2:1
ux; 0  u0x; @tux; 0  u1x : 2:2
There exist operators E00 t and E01 t such that
ux; t  E00 tu0  E01 tu1 : 2:3
We write





where xk  m2  k2pÿ :
E00 tf 
Z





ikx dx : 2:5
The ®rst result we cite is proved using stationary phase methods; see
[5]. See [36] for another approach to decay estimates for (2.1). Let
W s;pRn denote the Sobolev space of functions with derivatives of
order  s in Lp.
Theorem 2.1. Let 1 < p  2; 1p  1p0  1; d  12ÿ 1p0 and 0  h  1.
Then,
(a) if dn 1 h  m s, we have for m  0; 1:
kE0mtgkp0  Ktkgks;p; t  0; where 2:6
Kt  Ctÿnÿ1ÿhd; 0 < t  1;
 Ctÿnÿ1hd; t  1 : 2:7





2ÿ 1p0, holds in 2:7.
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In subsequent sections, we shall use some speci®c consequences of
this result.
Corollary 2.1. Consider the linear Klein Gordon equation 2:1 in di-
mension n  3. Then,
kE01 tgk8  C tÿ
9
8 kgk1;87 t  1 2:8
kE01 tgk8  C tÿ
3
8 kgk1;87 0 < t  1 2:9
kE0m tgk4  C tÿ
1
2 kgk1;43; t > 0; m  0; 1 : 2:10
Proof. Estimates (2.8) and (2.9) follow from the theorem with the
choice of parameters: p0  8; s  1; n  3, and h  1. Estimate (2.10)
follows from the theorem with the choice of parameters:
p0  4; s  1; n  3 and h  0.
2.2. Estimates for the Klein Gordon equation with a potential
We now consider the Cauchy problem for the linear Klein-Gordon
equation with a potential
@2t u  Dÿ m2 ÿ V xu  ÿB2u 2:11
where B2 is positive and self-adjoint.
We write the solution to the initial value problem for (2.11) with
initial data (2.2) as:
ux; t  E0tu0  E1tu1; where 2:12
E0tf  cosBtf ; and 2:13
E1tg  sinBtB g :
One expects that estimates of the type appearing in Theorem 2.1
and Corollary 2.1 will hold as well for E0t and E1t restricted to
PcL2, the continuous spectral part of H  B2. One can relate func-
tions of the operator H , on its continuous spectral part, to functions
of H0  B20 using wave operators. Let
W  strong ÿ lim
t!1 e
itHeÿitH0 : 2:14
Wave operators relate H0 to H on PcL2 via the intertwining property:
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H  WH0W  on PcL2 : 2:15
K. Yajima [72] has proved the W k;pRn boundedness of wave op-
erators for the SchroÈ dinger equation. A consequence of this work is
the following result for spatial dimension n  3:
Theorem 2.2. Let H  ÿD V , where V x be real-valued function on
R3 satisfying the following hypotheses, which are satis®ed by smooth
and suciently rapidly decaying potentials: For any jaj  ` there is a
constant Ca such that @aV@xa x
  Cahxiÿd; d > 5 :
Additionally, assume that 0 is neither an eigenvalue nor a resonance of
H ; see 72; 31. If 0  k; k0  l and 1  p; p0  1, then there exists a
constant C > 0 such that for any Borel function f on R1 we have
Cÿ1kf H0kBW k;p;W k0 ;p0   kf HPcHkBW k;p;W k0 ;p0 
 Ckf H0kBW k;p;W k0 ;p0 :
Here, PcH denotes the projection onto the continuous spectral part of
the operator H .
Remark. In our applications, we shall use Theorem 2.2 with jlj  2.
Theorem 2.2 implies that the dispersive estimates for the free Klein
Gordon group carry over to the operators E0t and E1t restricted
to the continuous spectral part of B.
Theorem 2.3. If g 2 Range PcH, then each of the estimates of The-
orem 2:1 and Corollary 2:1 hold with E0j replaced by Ej.
2.3. Singular resolvents and time decay
As discussed in the introduction, the damping term in the eective
nonlinear oscillator (1.26), is related to the evaluation of a singular
limit of the resolvent as the eigenvalue parameter approaches the
continuous spectrum. To ensure that the correction terms to the
nonlinear oscillator (1.26) can be treated perturbatively, we require
local decay estimates for the operator eiBtBÿ K i0ÿ1, where K is a
point in the interior of the continuous spectrum of BK > m. Such
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estimates are analogous to those used by the authors in recent work on
a time dependent approach to the quantum resonance problem [62].
We begin with a proposition, which is essentially a restatement of
Theorem 2.3 for Ejt, and is proved the same way.
Proposition 2.1. (W s;p estimates for eiBt) Assume that V(x) satis®es the
hypotheses of Theorem 2:2 n  3; see 72 for hypotheses for general
space dimension, n  3. Let p and p0 be as in Theorem 2:1 and let
l  s  ÿ 12ÿ 1p0 n 2, where l is as in Theorem 2:2: Then,
keiBtPc wkp0  Cjtjÿn
1
2ÿ 1p0 kwks;p; t 6 0 ; 2:16
The next proposition is the ``singular'' resolvent estimate we shall
require in Section 7. Let rn  max

n
2 ; 2 2nn2
	
:
Proposition 2.2. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2:1: Addition-
ally, assume that V(x) satis®es hypothesis (V2) of Theorem 1:1: Also,
let r > rn: Then, for any point KK > m in the continuous spectrum
of B we have for l  0; 1; 2:
khxiÿreiBt Bÿ K i0ÿlPchxiÿr wk2  Chtiÿ
2n
n2 kwk1;2; t > 0;
khxiÿreiBt Bÿ Kÿ i0ÿlPc hxiÿr wk2  Chtiÿ
2n
n2 kwk1;2; t < 0;
2:17
Proof. We prove the estimate (2.17) for the case of the t > 0. For the
case, t < 0, the same argument with simple modi®cations applies.
Let gD  gDB denote a smooth characteristic function of an open
interval, D which contains K and is contained in the continuous
spectrum of B. Also, let gD  1ÿ gD. We then write, for l  1; 2:
eiBt Bÿ K ieÿl Pc  eiBt gDB Bÿ K ieÿlPc
 eiBt gDB Bÿ K ieÿlPc  Se1t  Se2t:
2:18
Wenow estimate the operators Sj  lime!0 Sej ; j  1; 2 individually.
Estimation of S1t :
Consider the case l  2; the case l  1 is simpler. First, we note
that:









Now we claim that the operator in the integrand satis®es the estimate:
khxiÿreisBÿKiegDBPc hxiÿrkBL2  C
eÿes
hsir ; 2:20
for r < r. The desired estimate on Se1 then follows by use of (2.20) in
(2.19) and that r > rn.
It is simple to see that (2.20) is expected. For, suppose that instead
of BPc we had B0. Let xk 

m2  k2p , the dispersion relation of B0.
Then, setting L  i@kjx
ÿ ÿ1
@kj , and using that jrkxj 6 0 on the
















Estimation of hxiÿreiB0tgDB0f in L2 by Fourier transform methods,
using that jrxj is bounded away from zero on the support of gD, we





and r < r, then
khxiÿreiB0tgDB0f k2  Chtiÿrkhxirf k2 : 2:22
Use of this estimate, in the above expression for Se1 (with B replaced
by B0) gives, for l  0; 1; 2:
khxiÿreiB0tB0 ÿ K i0ÿlhxiÿrkBL2  Chtiÿrl : 2:23
Two approaches to proving an estimate of the type (2.22) and
(2.23) for eiBtgDBPc are as follows:
(a) One can ``map'' the estimate for B0 to that for BPc using the
wave operator W. In this approach we would need to derive esti-
mates for WgDB0 in weighted L2 spaces, or alternatively
(b) One can use the approach based on the ``Mourre estimate'',
developed in quantum scattering theory. This approach is more in the
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spirit of energy estimates for partial dierential equations and does
not require the use of wave operators.
Here, we shall follow the latter approach. Time decay estimates
like (2.22) are a consequence of an approach to minimal velocity
estimates of Sigal and Soer [58], which were proved using the
ideas of Mourre [43]; see also Perry, Sigal & Simon [48]. For our
application to the operator eÿiBtgDB, we shall refer to special
cases of results stated in Skibsted [59] and DebieÂ vre, Hislop &
Sigal [20].
We ®rst introduce some de®nitions and assumptions:.
(A0)
(a) Let N  2 and gD 2 C10 , be a smooth characteristic function
which is equal to one on the open interval D.
(b) Let H and A denote self adjoint operators on a Hilbert space
H. Assume H is bounded below. Let D denote the domain of A and
DH the domain of H . Assume D \DH is dense in DH, and let
hAi  I  jAj212.
(A1) Let ad0AH  H . For 1  k  N, de®ne iteratively the
commutator form
ikadkAH  i ikÿ1adkÿ1A H;A
  2:24
on D \DH. Assume that for 1  k  N; ikadkAH extends to a
symmetric operator with domain DH, where N  N  32
  1.
(A2) For jsj < 1; eiAs : DH 7!DH and supjsj<1kHeiAswkH
<1, for any w 2 DH.
(A3) Mourre estimate:
gDHiH ;AgDH  hgDH2 2:25
for some h > 0.
Under the above assumptions, we have, via Theorem 2.4 of [59],
the following:










2  e1kwkH ; 2:26
where h is as in 2:25.
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To prove this theorem we set As  Aÿ bs, where s  t  1.
Then, for any b < h, we have by (2.25) that the Heisenberg derivative,
DAs  @tAs  iH ;As, satis®es
gDDAsgD  gDiH ;A ÿ bgD  hÿ bg2D : 2:27
The result now follows by an application of Theorem 2.4 of [59].
Remark. The hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 can be relaxed [29] to the
following two conditions: (i) the operator gDH adnAH gDH can
be extended to a bounded operator onH for n0; 1; 2 . . . ; N21
 1,
and (ii) the Mourre estimate, (2.25).
We shall apply Theorem 2.4 for the cases H  B ÿD m2  V xp ; A  x  p  p  x=2; p  ÿirx and H  L2.
Before verifying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4, we show how this
theorem is used to derive the desired estimates on eiBtgDB. With the
application of Theorem 2.4 in mind, we estimate the norm of
hxiÿreiBtgDB by decomposing it into the spectral sets on which A=t is
less than and greater than or equal to h. Let D1 denote an interval
containing D and denote by C the operator that associates to a
function f its complex conjugate f . Furthermore, note that
eiBt  C eÿiBt C and CgB  gB C, if g is real-valued on the spec-
trum of B. Then we ®nd,
khxiÿreiBtgDBwk2  khxiÿrgD1B eiBt gDBwk2
 khxiÿrgD1BC eÿiBtC gDBwk2
 khxiÿrgD1BhAir  hAiÿr eÿiBt gDB wk2
 khxiÿr gD1BhAirkBL2  khAiÿr eÿiBt gDB wk2
 CkhAiÿreÿiBtgDB wk2
 C1kF At < h
 
hAiÿreÿiBtgDB wk2
 C2kF At  h
 
hAiÿreÿiBtgDB wk2 2:28
We have used here that, with A de®ned as above, the L2 operator
norm of hxiÿrgD1BhAir is bounded; see [48]. By Theorem 2.4, the
®rst term on the right hand side of (2.28) can be estimated from above
by:
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Since ht > 0, the second term is bounded as follows:
C2kF At  h
 
hAiÿreÿiBtgDB wk2  Chtiÿrkwk2 : 2:30
From (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30), we have





Use of (2.28) in a direct estimation of (2.19) gives:
khxiÿrSe1thxiÿrkBL2  C htiÿ
N
2 2e1  htiÿr2
 
: 2:32
We make the ®nal choice of N and r after estimation of Se2t.
To complete the estimation of Se1t, it remains to verify hypoth-
eses (A0)±(A3). These hypotheses are known to hold for the operator
H  B2  ÿD V  m2; see [18]. Hypothesis (A0) holds H  B with
domain W 1;2Rn. Clearly hypothesis (A2) holds for H  B since it
holds for H  B2. Hypothesis (A1) can be reduced to its veri®cation




wÿ1=2B2 B2  wÿ ÿ1w dw : 2:33
To verify (A1) for the case k  1 we must show that A;BBÿ1 is a




w1=2 B2  wÿ ÿ1A;B2Bÿ1B2  wÿ1 dw 2:34
Since
B2; iA
   2B2 ÿ x  rV ÿ 2 V  m2ÿ  ; 2:35
we have that
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B2; iABÿ1  2Bÿ x  rV  2V Bÿ1 ÿ 2m2Bÿ1 : 2:36












B2  wÿ ÿ1 x  rV  2V ÿ 2m2ÿ Bÿ1 B2  wÿ ÿ1 dw
 J1  J2 : 2:37
The term J1 can be rewritten as








B2  wÿ ÿ1 dw B  I ; 2:38
which follows from integration by parts and the formula (2.33) with
w replaced by Bÿ1w. Using that k B2  wÿ ÿ1k  X2  wÿ ÿ1,
k x  rV  2V ÿ 2m2ÿ Bÿ1k  kx  rV  2V ÿ 2m2k1kBÿ1kBL2 ;
2:39







2 X2  wÿ ÿ2 dw <1 : 2:40
The higher order commutators are handled in a similar manner; they
are even simpler because each successive commutator results in an
extra factor of B2  wÿ ÿ1.
This leaves us with veri®cation of the Mourre estimate (A3) for
H  B. Proposition 2.2 of [20] says that under hypotheses on B2.
veri®ed in [18], that (A3) holds for B as well.
Estimation of S2:
In S2t, the energy is localized away from K so we seek to use the
W k;s estimates of Proposition 2.1. Note that of the cases l  1 and
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l  2, the case l  1 is ``worse'' because gD localizes the energy away
from the singularity at K, and the l  1 term has slower decay for
large energy. We therefore carry out the estimation for l  1.
Let qÿ1  p0ÿ1  1=2 and p0ÿ1  pÿ1  1. Since r > n2 ; hxiÿr 2 Lq
and therefore:
khxiÿrSe2thxiÿr f k2
 CkhxiÿrkBLp0 ;L2keiB0t B0 ÿ K i0 ÿ1gDB0W hxiÿrf kp0
 CkeiB0tBÿ10 kBW 1;p ;Lp0 kgDB0B0 ÿ K i0ÿ1B0W hxiÿrf k1;p
 CkeiB0tBÿ10 kBW 1;p ;Lp0 kgDB0B0 ÿ K i0ÿ1B0  B0W hxiÿrf kp
 CkeiB0tBÿ10 kBW 1;p ;Lp0 kgDB0B0ÿKi0ÿ1B0kBLpkB0W hxiÿrf kp :
2:41
The three factors in (2.41) are estimated as follows:
(i) By part (a) of Theorem 2.1,
keiB0tBÿ10 kBW 1;p;Lp0   Cjtjÿ
2n
n2 ; 2:42
where p  2ÿ 8=n 6 and p0  2n 2=nÿ 2.
(ii) kgDB0B0 ÿ K i0ÿ1B0kBLp is bounded because gDl
lÿ K i0ÿ1l is a multiplier on Lp [64].







kB0W hxiÿr f kp  kW hxiÿrf k1;p
 kW kBW 2;pkhxiÿr f k1;p





We now combine the estimates of Sejt; j  1; 2 to complete the
proof. Combining (2.32) and (2.43) and taking e # 0 yields
khxiÿreiBt Bÿ K i0 ÿ1Pchxiÿrwk2
 C htiÿN22e1  htiÿr2  htiÿ 2nn2
 
kwk1;2 : 2:44
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The estimates (2.17) now follows by taking N and r such that










n 2 e1 :
The constraints on r are implied by the hypothesis r > rn. The
remaining constraint holds if N > 8. Since we have applied Theorem
2.4 in our estimation of Se1, we need that (A1) hold with
N  N  32
  1  10.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.2.
3. Existence theory
In this section we outline an existence theory for (1.1) with initial
conditions ux; 0  u0 2 W 2;2R3 and @tux; 0  u1 2 W 1;2R3.
We ®rst reformulate the initial value problem and then introduce the
hypotheses on the operator H . Regarding (1.1) as a perturbation of a
linear constant coecient equation, we ®rst write the initial value
problem as:
@2t u B20u  ÿVu kf u :
ux; 0  u0x










; F(u)  0ÿVu kf u
 
:
Then, the initial value problem can be reformulated as a system of
®rst order equations:
@tu  0 1ÿB20 0
 
u F(u) : 3:2
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We now follow the strategy of reformulating the problem of
®nding a solution of the initial value problem as the problem of
®nding a ®xed point u of an appropriate mapping. In particular, we
seek u in the space
X0  W 2;2R3W 1;2R3 3:3
satisfying
Au  u ; 3:4
where
Aut  Utu0 
Z t
0
U t ÿ s F u ds : 3:5
For a discussion of the existence and low energy scattering for the
case V  0, see [23], [65], [36] and references cited therein.
Hypotheses on H=ÿD V
(H1) V 2 W 1;1
(H2) H  B2 is a positive and self-adjoint operator
(H3) The semi-in®nite interval, m2;1, consists of absolutely
continuous spectrum of H .
(H4) H has exactly one (simple) eigenvalue X2 satisfying 0 < X2
< m2, with corresponding eigenfunction u 2 L2; kuk2  1.
(N) f u  u3  f4u; f4u  Ou4 and f u is smooth in a neigh-
borhood of u  0.
These hypotheses are by no means the least stringent, but are
sucient for the present purposes.
Theorem 3.1 (Local existence theory). Consider the Cauchy problem
for the nonlinear Klein Gordon equation 1:1 with initial data, u0 of
class X0.
(a) There exists strictly positive number, Tmax and Tmax (forward
and backward maximal times of existence) which depend on the X0
norm of the initial data, such that the initial value problem has a unique
solution of class C0 ÿTmax;Tmax;X0  in the sense of the integral
equation 3:4.
(b) For t 2 ÿTmax;Tmax  conservation of energy holds:
Eu; t; @tu; t  Eu0; u1, where E is de®ned in equation 1:4.
(c) Either Tmax in ®nite or Tmax is in®nite. If Tmax is ®nite, then
lim
t"Tmax
ku; tkx0  1 : 3:6
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The analogous statement holds with Tmax replaced by Tmax and limt"Tmax
replaced by limt#ÿTmax .
We now sketch a proof of Theorem 3.1.We restrict our attention to
the case t  0; the proof is identical for t  0. Furthermore, we shall,
for simplicity, consider the case of the cubic nonlinearity: f u  u3.
Using hypothesis (H1) on V , it is simple to show, using the estimates of
Corollary 2.1, that for T > 0 suciently small and depending es-
sentially on the X0 norm of u0, the mapping A maps a closed ball in
C00; T ;X0 to itself, and is a strict contraction. This ensures the
existence of a unique ®xed point, which is a C00; T ;X0 solution of
the initial value problem (3.1) in the sense of the integral equation
(3.4). That the X0 norm must blow up if Tmax is ®nite is a standard
continuation argument based on the ®xed point proof of part (a).
In Section 7, we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions as
t! 1. A consequence of this analysis and the argument below is
that if u0 satis®es the more stringent hypothesis that the norm ku0kx is
suciently small, where
X  W 2;2 \ W 2;1ÿ  W 1;2 \ W 1;1ÿ  ; 3:7
Then Tmax  Tmax  1 and the solution decays to zero as dilineated
in the statement of Theorem 1.1.
We reason as follows. A unique solution, ut, exists locally in time
and is continuous in t with values in X0. It follows that for jtj < T , the
W 1;4 and L8 norms of u; t are ®nite. Moreover, the solution satis®es
energy conservation and therefore kutkW 1;2  kvtk2 is bounded
uniformly by a constant which is independent of T , and depends only
on ku0kW 1;2  kv0k2. To ensure that the quantities estimated continue
to be well de®ned and satisfy the `a priori' estimates of Section 7 it
suces to show that kutkx0 remains bounded as t " T . A direct and
elementary estimation of the integral equation (3.4) yields the esti-
mate:
kutkx0  C ku0kW 2;2  ku1kW 1;2
ÿ 
 C kV kW 1;1 ; k
ÿ Z t
0




The main tool used in obtaining (3.8) is the bound kE01 t@ikBL2
 mÿ1.
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A simple consequence of the `a priori' bound (7.52) and the
decomposition of ut;  is that
krutk4  kutk8  ~C; jtj < T : 3:9
The constant ~C, depends on the norm ku0kx. The ®rst two terms in
the integrand of (3.8) are uniformly bounded by observation of
energy. Furthermore, this energy bound together with (3.9) implies a
bound on the last term in the integrand of the estimate (3.8). It
follows that kutkx0 remains bounded as t " T . Therefore, given the
estimates of Section 7 we have Tmax  1, and the decay of solutions.
A further consequence of the proof is:
Corollary 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1:1, the solution of the
initial value problem exists globally in W 2;2R3 and satis®es the esti-
mate:
kutkW 2;2  Chti : 3:10
4. Isolation of the key resonances and formulation
as coupled ®nite and in®nite dimensional dynamical system
Using the notation (1.5), the initial value problem for (1.1) can be
rewritten as
@2t u  B2 u  k f u; f u  u3
ux; 0  u0x; @t ux; 0  u1x : 4:1
For small amplitude solutions, it is natural to decompose the solution
as follows:
ux; t  atux  gx; t ; 4:2
g; t;u  0 for all t : 4:3
Substitution of (4.2) into (4.1) gives
a00u  @2t g  X2au  B2g  k f au  g 4:4
We now implement (4.3). Taking the inner product of (4.4) with u
gives
a00  X2a  ku; f au g : 4:5
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LetPc denote the projection onto the continuous spectral part ofB2, i.e.
Pc v  vÿ u; vu : 4:6
Then, since g  Pcg, we have
@2t g  B2g  kPcf au g 4:7
Equations (4.5)±(4.7) comprise a coupled dynamical system for the
bound state and continuous spectral components (relative to H  B2)
of the solution u. The initial conditions for this system are given by
(1.16).
Expansion of the cubic terms in (4.5±4.7) gives the system















a0  u; u0; a00  u; u1
gx; 0  Pcu0; @tgx; 0  Pcu1 : 4:10
We now locate the source of the key resonance. Equation (4.8) has
a homogeneous solution which oscillates with frequencies X. Thus,
to leading order, g solves a driven wave equation containing the
driving frequencies 3X. If 9X2 > m2, then by H3, we expect a
resonant interaction with radiation modes of energy 3X 2 rcontH.
This resonant part of g, has its dominant eect on the a-oscillator
in the term of (4.8), which is linear is g. Our goal is to derive from
(4.8±4.9) an equivalent dynamical system which is of the type de-
scribed in the introduction, but which is corrected by terms which
decay suciently rapidly with time and which can therefore be
treated perturbatively.
We ®rst write
g  g1  g2  g3 ; 4:11
where g1t satis®es the linear dynamics with the given initial data:
@2t g1  B2g1  0; g1x; 0  Pcu0; @t g1x; 0  Pc u1 ; 4:12
and g2t is the leading order response
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@2t g2  B2g2  ka3Pcu3; g2x; 0  0; @t g2x; 0  0 : 4:13
Expansion (4.8) can now be written in an expanded form.












 F a; g 4:14
We expect the function at to consist of ``fast oscillations'', coming
from the natural frequency X and its nonlinearly generated har-
monics, and slow variations due to its small amplitude. We next
extract from at the dominant ``fast'' oscillations of frequency X:
at  A eiXt  A eÿiXt : 4:15
We then substitute (4.15) into (4.14) and impose the constraint:
A0eiXt  A0eÿiXt  0 : 4:16
Equation (4.14) then is reduced to the ®rst order equation:
A0  2iXÿ1 eÿiXtF a; g; 4:17
where F a; g  F A; A; g; t. From (4.14) we have that F a; g is the




F2a; gj  3ka2
Z
u3gj; j  1; 2; 3






The remainder of this section is primarily devoted to an (involved)
expansion of F2a; g2. The terms of this expansion are of several
types: (a) the resonant damping term, (b) terms of the same order
whose net eect is a nonlinear phase correction and (c) higher order
terms which are to be treated perturbatively in the asymptotic anal-
ysis at t! 1.
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Computation of F2a; g2
We ®rst break g2 into a part containing the key resonance g
r
2 and
nonresonant part gnr2 .
Proposition 4.1.






















































The superscripts r and nr denote respectively a resonant contribution
and nonresonant contribution.
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a3s dsPcu3 ; 4:21
Substitution of (4.15) for as and using the expansion of sinBt ÿ s
in terms of the operators expiBt ÿ s leads to an expression for g2
which is a sum of eight terms. The term gr2, as de®ned above, is
anticipated to be the most important. The other seven terms are
lumped together in gnr2 .
We now focus on gr2. In order to study g
r
2 near the resonant point
3X in the continuous spectrum of B, we ®rst introduce a regulariza-








Note that gr2  lime!0 gr2e. The following result, proved using inte-
gration by parts, isolates the key (local in t) resonant term.

























 gre  gnr1e  gnr2e 4:23
Remark: The choice ie in (4.22) is motivated by the fact that the
operator
Bÿ 3X i0ÿ1eiBt 4:24
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satis®es appropriate decay estimates t!1; see Proposition 2.1. It
follows that the limit as e! 0 of the last two terms in (4.23) decay in
time like htiÿ1ÿaa > 0; see Section 7.
We now use the above computation to obtain an expression for
F2a; g2. First, from Proposition 4.1 we have
F2a; g2  F2a; gr2  F2a; gnr2 
 lim
e!0
F2a; gre  lime!0 F2a; g
nr1
e  gnr2e   F2a; gnr2 ;
 F2a; gr  F2a; gnr1  gnr2   F2a; gnr2 ; 4:25
where F2a;  is de®ned in (4.18). We begin with the contribution to
(4.17) coming from F2a; gr. What follows now is a detailed expan-
sion of the term F2a; gr and F2a; gnr2 . The terms F2a; gnr1  gnr2 
can be treated perturbatively by estimation of its magnitude; see
Section 5.












































By hypothesis (1.8), C > 0.
We now substitute the expression for gre, given in (4.23) into the
de®nition of F2a; gre in (4.18). Passage to the limit, e! 0, and use of
the distributional identity:
x i0ÿ1  lim
e!0
x ieÿ1  P  V  xÿ1  ipdx 4:28
yields:
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Proposition 4.3.





k2Kÿ iC jAj4AeiXt  A5e5iXt  2jAj2A3e3iXt
h i
: 4:29
We have completed the evaluation of the ®rst term in (4.25). To
calculate the contribution of (4.29) to the amplitude equation (4.17)
we need only multiply (4.29) by 2iXÿ1eÿiXt. This gives
Proposition 4.4.









The term ÿ 34 k
2
X CjAj4 A plays the role of a nonlinear damping; it
drives the decay of A and, in turn, that of g; see the discussion in the
introduction.
Computation of F2a; gnr2 :
We now focus on F2a; gnr2 , the third term in (4.25). This requires a




2j; see (4.20). From Propo-
sition 4.3, we expect the dominant terms to be OjAj5. Our approach
is now to make explicit all terms which are formally OjAj5 (antic-
ipating that A0  OjAj3; A00  OjAj5 and jAj20  OjAj6) and to
treat the remainder as a perturbation which we shall later estimate to
be of higher order. This expansion of gnr2 is presented in the following
proposition which we prove using repeated integration by parts. As
written, these expressions are formal. By the de®nition of F2a; gnr2  we
require that they hold when integrating against a rapidly decaying
function, i.e. u3.














































































































































eisBÿ3X A300 dsPcu3 4:37
Recall that our goal is to elucidate the structure of the amplitude
equation: A0  2iXÿ1eÿiXtF , in (4.17), where we ®rst focused on the
contribution: 2iXÿ1eÿiXtF2. From (4.25) and Proposition 4.4. we see
now that we need to obtain convenient expressions for









Each of the seven terms contributing to gnr2 is expressed as a part
which is OjAj5 plus an error term which is estimated in magnitude in
section 5. The OjAj5 part and error terms are displayed in the fol-
lowing two propositions.
Proposition 4.6. Let
qf  Pcu3;Bÿ1Bÿ fÿ1Pcu3 : 4:39
Then,






































jAj4 Aeÿ2iXt  3
2





























































jAj4 Aeÿ2iXt  3
2i




In our analysis of the large time behavior t! 1, we shall
require an upper bound of the error terms Enr2j given in:
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Proposition 4.7.
jEnr2j j  Cujkj2jAj2









where f1  f6  X; f2  f5  ÿX: f3  f4  ÿ3X; and f7  3X i0.
In section 7, we shall estimate this expression using the decay esti-
mates of section 2, in particular Proposition 2.2.
The desired form of the A-equation is now emerging. Use of
Propositions 4.4 and 4.6 in (4.17) yields:
Proposition 4.8. The amplitude A(t) satis®es the equation see Propo-
sition 4:6 for the de®nition of qf:
A0 ÿik
2X












































 2iXÿ1eÿiXt F2a; g1  F2a; g3 
 F2a; gnr1  gnr2  4:49
Here, F2a; gj is given by (4.18).
In the next section we show how to rewrite (4.48) in a manner
which makes explicit which terms determine the large time behavior
of the amplitude and phase of At.
5. Dispersive Hamiltonian normal form
To analyze the asymptotic behavoir of At (or equivalently at and
gt; x as t!1 it is useful to use the idea of normal forms [3], [26],
[52] from dynamical systems theory. We derive a perturbed normal
form which makes the anticipated large time behavior of solutions
transparent.
Proposition 5.1. There exists a smooth near-identity change of vari-
ables, A 7! ~A with the following properties:
~A  A hA; t
hA; t  OjAj3; jAj ! 0
hA; t  hA; t  2pXÿ1 ; 5:1
and such that in terms of ~A equation 4:48 becomes:
~A0  ikc21j ~Aj2 ~A k2d32j ~Aj4 ~A ik2c32j ~Aj4 ~A
 Oj ~Aj7  ~E ; 5:2
where k2d32  ÿ 34 k
2
X C < 0. The constants c21 and c32 are real numbers,
explicitly calculable in terms of the coecients appearing in 4:48. The
remainder term j ~Ej is estimable in terms of jEj for j ~Aj < 1 equivalently
jAj < 1:
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Remarks. The point of this proposition is that in the new variables the
dynamics evidently have a dissipative aspect. Speci®cally, neglecting
the perturbation to the normal form one has:




Cj ~Aj6 < 0 5:3
We therefore refer to (5.2) as a dispersive Hamiltonian normal form. In
®nite dimensional Hamiltonian systems, the normal form associated
with a one degree of freedom Hamiltonian system is an equation like
(5.2), but with all the coecients of the terms jAj2mA being purely
imaginary. Here we ®nd that resonant coupling to an in®nite di-
mensional dispersive wave ®eld can lead to a normal form with
general complex coecients, which in our context implies the internal
damping eect described above. See section 8 for further discussion.
We now present an elementary derivation of the change of vari-






aklAk Al eikÿlÿ1Xt  E ; 5:4
where the coecients akl can be read o (4.48). The proof we present
is quite general and shows, in particular, that the normal form for
equations like (5.4) is (5.2).
Proposition 5.2. There is a change of variables, as in 5:1, such that
equation 5:4 is mapped to:
~A0  k21j ~Aj2 ~A k32j ~Aj4 ~A
 Oj ~Aj7  ~E ; 5:5
where
~E  E  I  h ;
k21  a21
k32  a32  2iXÿ1 3
2
ja03j2 ÿ 2a30a12  2ja12j2
 
5:6
The conclusion in Proposition 5.1 concerning the ``damping
coecient'' d32 depends on the particular properties of the coecients
in (4.48). In particular we have from (4.48) and (5.4) that:
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Kÿ 5qX  3qÿX  qÿ3X  : 5:7
From these formulae, we have k2d32 is given by the real part of a32,
the ``singular'' Fermi golden rule contribution.
Remark. The construction of the map A 7! ~A can be applied as well to
equations of the form (5.4) where the right hand side is an arbitrary
expansion in powers of A and A.
To make the structure clear we write out the equation with a
particular ordering of terms:
A0  a21jAj2A a32jAj4A O3A  O5A  E ; 5:8
where
O3A  a30A3e2iXt  a12A A2eÿ2iXt  a03 A3eÿ4iXt; and 5:9
O5A  a50A5e4iXt  a41A4 Ae2iXt  a23A2 A3eÿ2iXt
 a14A A4eÿ4iXt  a05 A5eÿ6iXt 5:10
Note that each term in O3A and O5A is of the form: oscillatory
function of t times order OjAj3 or OjAj5.
The computations that follow, though elementary, are rather
lengthy so we ®rst outline the strategy of our proof. Integration of
(5.8) gives
A  A0 
Z t
0
a21jAj2A a32jAj4A O3A  O5A  E ds : 5:11
The idea is that terms with explicit periodic oscillations average to
zero and can be neglected in determining the large time behavior of
the solution. Our strategy is now to expand the explicitly oscillatory
terms using repeated integrations by parts and to make explicit all
terms up to and including order jAj5. The computation has two
stages. In stage one, after repeated integration by parts the equation
(5.11) is expressed in the equivalent form:
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terms of type O5A ds
 higher order corrections 5:12
This suggests the change of variables A 7!A1  At ÿ H1At; t,
giving
A1t  A10 
Z t
0
terms like jA1j2A1; jA1j4A1 ds
 terms of type O5A1
 higher order corrections. 5:13
The latter equation is equivalent to a dierential equation of the form:
A01t  terms like jA1j2A1; jA1j4A1
 terms of type O5A1
 higher order corrections. 5:14
which is a step closer to the form of the equation we seek. A second
iteration of this process yields the result.





Integration of the expression in (5.9) givesZ t
0
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where




A A2eÿ2iXt ÿ a03
4iX
A3eÿ4iXt 5:16
We now replace A0 in (5.15) by its abbreviated expression given in
(5.8). Thus we have:
Z t
0






























Substitution of (5.9) into (5.17) and integrating by parts, we arrive
at the following expression:
Z t
0
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From (5.10) we have, after integration by parts:Z t
0

















A A4eÿ4iXt ÿ a05
6iX
A5eÿ6iXt : 5:21
Therefore from (5.11) and our computations we have:
Aÿ h3A; t ÿ h3aA; t ÿ h3bA; t




















O jAj4jAj3  jEj
 
 O jAj2jAj5  jEj
 
ds : 5:22
This suggests the change of variables:
A1  Aÿ H1A; t; where
H1A; t  h3A; t  h3aA; t  h3bA; t ; 5:23
which for small jAj, is a near-identity change of variables. Using this
change of variables we have that (5.22) becomes
A1  A10 
Z t
0





















O jA1j4jA1j3  jE1j
 
 O jA1j2jA1j5 jE1j
 
ds : 5:24
We expand the terms involving H1A; t. Using integration by



















O jA1j4jA1j3  jE1j
 
ds ; 5:26
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where






















H5A; t  h5aA; t  h5bA; t 5:28
Thus




















~A  A1 ÿ H5A1; t : 5:30
In terms of this new variable we have:
~A  ~A0 
Z t
0





ja03j2 ÿ 2a30a12  2ja12j2
 Z t
0




O j ~Aj7  j ~Ej
 
ds ; 5:31
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where j~Ej is estimable in terms of jEj for jAj < 1. This completes the
proof.
6. Asymptotic behavior of solutions of perturbed normal form equations
We now consider the large time behavior of solutions to the ordinary
dierential equations of the form (5.2). In particular, we compare the
behavior of solutions of (5.2) to those of the equations with ~E set
equal to zero.
Thus we consider the equations:
b0  ic21jbj2b ic32 ÿ c jbj4bQt ; 6:1
a0  ic21jaj2a ic32 ÿ cjaj4a ; 6:2
wherer c > 0. We ®rst consider the uperturbed equation, (6.2).
Multiplication of (6.2) by a and taking the real part of the resulting
equation yields the equation:
r0  ÿ2cr3; r  jaj2 : 6:3
Integration of (6.3) yields:
r2t  r20 1 4cr20t
ÿ ÿ1
: 6:4
To prove the above lemma, we begin by multiplying (6.1) by b and
taking the real part of the resulting equation. This gives:
r0t  ÿ2cr3t Qtbt  Qt bt ; 6:5
which implies the dierential inequality:
r0t  ÿ2cr3t  2jQtjr12t : 6:6
We now prove
Lemma 6.1. Suppose rt  jbtj2 satis®es 6:6 with:
jQtj  Q0htiÿ
5
4ÿd; d  0 : 6:7
Then,
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where m  maxf1; 4cjb0j4g.
Proof. Use of (6.7) in (6.6) gives the inequality





Multiplication by rt gives:




4t; where zt  r2t : 6:10
Note that the equation
f0t  ÿ4cf2t; f0  z0  jb0j4 6:11
has solutions:
ft  z01 4z0ctÿ1 : 6:12
Anticipating this as the dominant behavior for large t, we de®ne:
zt  ft Rt : 6:13
Substitution into (6.10) and simplifying gives:
R0t  ÿ4cz0







4htiÿ54ÿd R34t : 6:14
We now consider the last term in (6.14). Noting that
1 tÿ1  m1 4cz0tÿ1; m  maxf1; 4cz0g ; 6:15





















































The last inequality follows from the inequality: ab  pÿ1eap
qÿ1b=eq; pÿ1  qÿ1  1, for the choice p  83 and q  85.
This last estimate can now be used in (6.14) and implies:




















which when setting C2e
8
3  2cz0; is
 ÿ 2cz0











Now set R  2 S. Since the term proportional to S2 is negative, we
obtain
S0  ÿ4cz0











Multiplication by 1 4z0ct yields:























Integration of (6.18) from 0 to t implies:












The Lemma now follows from (6.19) and the relation:
jbtj4  zt  ft Rt  ft2 St : 6:20
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7. Asymptotic behavior of solutions of the nonlinear Klein-Gordon
equation
In section 2 we proved that local in time solutions, u(t), exist in the
space C0ÿT ; T;X0, for some T; T  > 0. We now study obtain the
required `a priori ' bounds to ensure (a) persistence of the solution,
u(t), as a continuous function with values in X0 T   T  1 and
(b) the decay of soltuions as t! 1 in suitable norms. Due to the
linear estimates of section 2, we require more stringent hypotheses on
u0 and u1. These linear estimates require ®niteness of W 1;4=3 and
W 1;8=7 norms which, by interpolation, are controlled under the as-
sumption u0 2 X (see Section 2). Speci®cally, u0 2 W 2;2 \ W 2;1 and
u1 2 W 1;2 \W 1;1.
Using the results of the previous section, the original dynamical
systems (4.1) can now be rewritten as:
ux; t  atux  gx; t;
gx; t  g1x; t  g2x; t  g3x; t;
at  AteiXt  AteÿiXt;
At  ~At  h ~At; t ; 7:1
Here, h ~A; t is a smooth periodic function of t, cubic in ~A for
~A! 0; g1 and g2 are de®ned by (4.12)±(4.13), and ~At satis®ed the
perturbed normal form equation:
~A0  ikc21j ~Aj2 ~Aÿ cj ~Aj4 ~A ik2c32j ~Aj4 ~A Oj ~Aj7  ~Et; a; g : 7:2











> 0 : 7:3
The constants c21 and c32 are real numbers which are computable by
the algorithm presented in Section 5.
The above de®nitions of A; ~A, and h, together with the estimates
proved below, can be used to verify in a straightforward manner the
assertions of Theorem 1.1 concerning Rt  jAtj, and ht 
argAt.
To proceed with a study of the t!1 behavior, recall that:
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@2t  B2
ÿ 
g1  0 g1x; 0  Pcu0; @tg1x; 0  Pcu1 ; 7:4
@2t  B2
ÿ 
g2  ka3Pcu3; g2x; 0  0; @tg2x; 0  0 ; 7:5
@2t  B2
ÿ 
g3  kPc3a2u2g 3aug2  g3;
g3x; 0  @tg3x; 0  0 : 7:6
To motivate the strategy, we ®rst argue heuristically. Since c > 0,
if ~E is negligible, then j ~Aj  htiÿ1=4 as t!1, and therefore by (1.25),
a  htiÿ1=4, as t!1. It then follows from (7.5) that, in appropriate
norms, that g2  htiÿ3=4 and g3  htiÿ1d for some d > 0.
To make all this precise requires a priori estimates on the above
system of equations. We now recall Lemma 6.1 concerning equations
of the form (7.2). This result gives conditions ensuring that ~A behaves
like the solution of the equation obtained by setting ~E to zero.
Our next task is to obtain an upper bound on ~Et in (4.49) of the
form (6.7). Since the equation for ~At is coupled to that of g, the
factor Q0 in (6.7) will depend on g and ~A. The next proposition,
together with Proposition 4.7, provides estimates for the individual
terms in ~E.
It is convenient to introduce the notation:
AaT   sup
0tT
htiajAtj 7:7
gp;aT   sup
0tT
htiajjgtjjp : 7:8
To avoid cumbersome notation, where it should cause no confusion,
we shall abbreviate expressions like   T  by   , until it is ne-
cessary to make the dependence on T explicit. In the estimates below,
we shall often use the notation Cu to denote a constant depending on
some W k;p norm of the bound state, u. Under our hypotheses, u is a
suciently smooth and exponentially decaying function for which
these norms are ®nite; see [1].
Because of Proposition 5.1, we need only estimate the terms of E,
given in (4.49). The following proposition is the main step toward the
estimate on E.
Proposition 7.1. Estimates on the terms in E(t): For 0  s  t, the terms
of Es, as de®ned in 4:49, are estimated as follows:








   kCug38;3=4htiÿ9=4 ; 7:10
(iii) jF2a; g1j  jkjA21=4jju0jjxhtiÿ13=8 ; 7:11
(iv) jF2a; g3j  CujkjA21=4C A1=4; g8;3=4; Bg34;1=4r0 ; jju0jjx
 
 htiÿ5=4ÿr0 ; 7:12
(v) jF2a; gnr1 j  Cujkj2jA0j2A21=4htiÿ2 ; 7:13
(vi) jF2a; gnr2 j  Cujkj2A21=4jAj2jA0j5=4htiÿ7=4 ; 7:14




In (iv), Cr1; r2; r3; r4 is bounded for
P
j jrjj bounded and tends to zero
as
P
j jrjj tends to zero; see Proposition 7:4:
We now embark on the proof of this proposition. Parts (i) and (ii)
follow by HoÈ lder's inequality. To prove part (iii), apply HoÈ lders's
inequality and the linear propagator estimates of Theorem 2.3. We
now focus on (iv)±(vi).
Estimation of F2a; g3
Recall (see 4.18) that
F2a; g3  3ka2
Z
u3g3 :










I1  0; t=2; I2  t=2; t ÿ 1; and I3  t ÿ 1; t : 7:18
We estimate each integral separately.






jjE1t ÿ sPc 3a2u2g 3aug2  g3
ÿ jj8 ds :
7:19
The integrands are estimated as follows using the linear estimates of
Corollary 2.1:Z
I1
jjE1t ÿ sPcf  gjj8 ds  C
Zt=2
0
jt ÿ sjÿ9=8jjf  gjj1;8=7 ds ;
Z
I2
jjE1t ÿ sPcf  gjj8 ds  C
Ztÿ1
t=2
jt ÿ sjÿ9=8jjf  gjj1;8=7 ds ;
Z
I3
jjE1t ÿ sPcf  gjj8 ds  C
Z t
tÿ1
jt ÿ sjÿ3=8jjf  gjj1;8=7 ds ; 7:20
where





(i) jAj2jju2gjj1;8=7  CujAj2 jjgjj8  jjBgjj4
ÿ 
;
(ii) jAj jjug2jj1;8=7  CujAj jjgjj28  jjBgjj4jjgjj8
 
;
(iii) jjg3jj1;8=7  C jjgjj2;1;u
 
jjgjj5=38 7:22
Proof. We prove part (i). The estimates (ii) and (iii) follow similarly.
jju2gjj1;8=7  C jju2gjj8=7  jju@ugjj8=7  jju2@gjj8=7
 




by HoÈ lder's inequality. To express the right hand side of (7.23) in
terms of jjBgjj4, and thereby completing the proof of part (i), it
suces to show that:
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jj@gjj4  CjjBgjj4 : 7:24
This follows if we show that the operator @iBÿ1 is bounded on Lp
(with p  4).
To prove the Lp boundedness of @iBÿ1, we can apply the results on
the wave operator, W in x 2:2. Indeed, for any g 2 Lp, we have using
the boundedness of the wave operators on W 1;p, for p  1, that
jj@iBÿ1gjjp  jj@iWBÿ10 W gjjp
 CjjWBÿ10 W gjjW 1;p
 CjjBÿ10 W gjjW 1;p
 CjjW gjjp  Cjjgjjp :
Remark. We oer here an alternative proof which does not make use
of the wave operators, and therefore applies under weaker hypotheses
on V . We begin with the square root formula see [49] and (2.33):




wÿ1=2B2  wÿ1 dw : 7:25
By (7.25) and the second resolvent formula we have:
@iBÿ1  @iBÿ10  pÿ1
Z1
0
wÿ1=2@iB20  wÿ1V B2  wÿ1 dw : 7:26
The boundedness in Lp p  1 of the operator @iBÿ10 holds because
nijnj2  m2ÿ1=2 is a multiplier on Lp; see [64]. Similarly, @iB20  wÿ1
is bounded on Lp for any w > 0 and estimation of the second term in
(7.26) is reduced to estimation of the norm of the operator
V B2  wÿ1. Note that:





Since inf rB2  X2 > 0,
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jjeÿtB2ÿX2=2jjBLp  C 7:28
and therefore




2=2w  C01 wÿ1 : 7:29
Boundedness in Lp of @iBÿ1 now follows. Namely,
jj@iBÿ1jjBLp  jj@iBÿ10 jjBLp




wÿ1=21 wÿ1 dw <1 : 7:30
From (7.22) we see that jjBgjj4 must be estimated. Recall that
Bg  Bg1  Bg2  Bg3 : 7:31
By (7.4)
Bg1  E0tBPcu0  E1tBPcu1 ; 7:32
and so
jjBg1tjj4  Chtiÿ1=2jju0jjx ; 7:33





E1t ÿ s a3sBPcu3 ds ; 7:34




jt ÿ sjÿ3=4jAsj3jjPcu3jj4=3 ds
 CujkjA31=4 htiÿ1=2 7:35
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 jAj jjug2jj1;4=3  jjg3jj1;4=3
i
ds : 7:37
The following proposition provides estimates for the integrand. It is
proved in the same manner as Proposition 7.2.
Proposition 7.3.
jAj2 jju2gjj1;4=3  CujAj2 jjgjj8  jjBg1jj4  jjBg2jj4  jjBg3jj4;
jAj jjug2jj1;4=3  CujAj jjgjj28  jjgjj8jjBgjj4
jjg3jj1;4=3  3jjgjj28 jj@gjj2 : 7:38
Anticipating the behavior
jAtj  tÿ1=4; jjgtjj8  tÿ3=4 ;
and using (7.33), we ®nd that Bg3 is driven by terms which are for-
mally of order htiÿ1. Estimation in L4 will lead to convolution of htiÿ1
with htiÿ1=2 giving a rate of htiÿ1=2d0 , for any d0 > 0.
For 0  t  T , with T ®xed and arbitrary, we have:






where d0 is positive and arbitrary. Also,
jAj jjug2jj1;4=3  CuA1=4 g28;3=4htiÿ7=4  g8;3=4Bg14;0htiÿ1
 
jjg3jj1;4=3  jjgjj1;2 g28;3=4htiÿ3=2 :
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jt ÿ sjÿ1=2 dshtiÿ1d0 GA; g; T  7:39
where
GA; g; T   A21=4 g8;3=4  Bg14;1=2  Bg24;1=2  Bg34;1=2ÿd0
 
 A1=4 g28;3=4  g8;3=4Bg14;0
 
 jjgjj1;2g28;3=4 :
Therefore, for 0  t  T :
jjBg3tjj4  CujkjGA; g; T htiÿ1=2d0 ; 7:40
for any d0 > 0. We now use the estimate (7.40) in (7.22) in order to
obtain a bound on jjg3tjj8. First, a consequence of (7.22), (7.33),
(7.35) and (7.40) is that for 0  t  T :
jAj2jju2gjj1;8=7  CuA21=4 g8;3=4  jju0jjx  A31=4  Bg34;1=2ÿd0
 
htiÿ1d0 ;





jjg3jj1;8=7  Cujjgjj1;2g5=38;3=4htiÿ5=4 : 7:41
Substitution of (7.41) into (7.17±7.20) leads to an estimate for
jjg3tjj8. For 0  t  T :
jjg3tjj8 jkjCuhtiÿ1d0A21=4fg8;3=4  jju0jjx  A31=4  Bg34;1=2ÿd0g






 Cjjgjj1;2;u g5=38;3=4 ; 7:42
where d0 is arbitrary.
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Finally we can now estimate F2a; g3 using (4.18) and (7.42).
Choosing d0 so that
ÿ1 d0  ÿ3=4ÿ r0;with r0 > 0 ;
we have
Proposition 7.4.
jF2a; g3j  CujkjA21=4

A21=4fg8;3=4  jju0jjx  A31=4  Bg34;1=4r0g
 A1=4 g28;3=4 

















eiBtÿsei3Xs A2A0 ds Pc u3
Estimation using Proposition 2.2 gives:








u3BBÿ 3X i0ÿ1 eiBtPc u3

 Cjkj2jA0j3jAj2jjhxiru3jj2jjhxiÿr
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Here, we have used that 1=2 6=5  5=4 d, for some d > 0. The
constant Cu depends on jjhxirBÿ1hxiÿrjjBL2. It is easy to check that
this norm is bounded if we replace Bÿ1 by Bÿ2. The estimate of
interest is reduced to this case using the Kato square root formula
(7.25). Similarly, we have




















where we have taken l suciently small so that the last integral t-
integral is convolution with an L1 function, which then preserves the
decay rate, htiÿ74, which exceeds htiÿ54
Estimation of Enr2j :
To estimate (4.47) we use Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. Due to the
singularity in the resolvent at frequency 3X, the case j  7, is most
dicult and we focus on it. To treat this singularity, we use Propo-
sition 2.2, for n  3:
jjhxiÿrBÿ f7ÿ2eiBtÿshxiÿrwjj2  Cht ÿ siÿ
6
5 jjwjj1;2 : 7:46
Use of this estimate in (4.47) yields












from which estimate (vii) of Proposition 7.1 follows. This ®nally
completes the proof of Proposition 7.1.
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Proposition 7.1 can now be used to obtain the desired estimate for
Et and therefore ~At, for jAj suciently small. Note that the right
hand side of the estimates depend on jA0j and jA00j. These can each be
estimated directly from the equation for A, (4.48), and its derivative.
The result is that jA0j and jA00j may be estimated by A31=4htiÿ
3
4, the
only eect being a change in the multiplicative constants which is
independent of A and g. This observation together with Proposition
7.1 yields:
Proposition 7.5. There is positive number d such that




Q0A; g  g38;3=4  A1=41 CA1=4; g8;3=4; Bg34;1=4r0 ; jju0jjx
7:48
It now remains to estimate jjgjj8.
jjgjj8  jjg1jj8  jjg2jj8  jjg3jj8




jjE1t ÿ sa3sPcu3jj8 ds jjg3jj8 :
Using Theorem 2.3 and the bound (7.42) we get
Proposition 7.6.
jjgjj8 Cujju0jjx  A31=4
 A21=4fg8;3=4  jju0jjx  A31=4  Bg34;1=4r0g
 A1=4fg28;3=4  jju0jjx  A31=4  Bg34;1=4r0 g8;3=4g
 Cjjgjj1;2;ug5=38;3=4htiÿ3=4 : 7:49
The following proposition summarizes our labors.
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Proposition 7.7. For any T > 0:
g8;3=4T   Cujju0jjx  A31=4T   Bg324;1=4rT 
 Cujjgjj1;2 g5=38;3=4T 
A41=4T   jA0j4  Q0A; g
8
5
Bg34;1=4r0T   A
2




jjgtjj1;2  CEu0; u1  Cjju0; u1jj1;2 :
The ®rst three estimates are proved above while the last follows from
conservation of energy (see section 1) and the decompostion of the
solution.
Now de®ne
MT   g8;3=4T   A1=4T   Bg34;1=4r0T  : 7:50
Then, combining the estimates of the previous proposition we have,
for some a > 0:
MT 1ÿMT a  Cujju0jjx : 7:51
If M0 and jju0jjx are suciently small, we have by the continuity
of MT , that there is a constant M, which is independent of T , such
that for all T
MT   M : 7:52
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
8. Summary and discussion
We have considered a class of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations,
(1.1), which are perturbations of a linear dispersive equation which
has a time periodic and spatially localized (bound state) solution. The
unperturbed and perturbed dynamical systems are Hamiltonian. We
have shown that if a nonlinear resonance condition (1.8) holds, then
solutions with suciently small initial data tend to zero as t! 1.
This resonance condition is a nonlinear variant of the Fermi golden
rule (1.22). A consequence of our result is that time-periodic and
spatially localized solutions do not persist under small Hamiltonian
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perturbations. Time-decay of small amplitude solutions is also a
property of the translation invariant V  0 nonlinear Klein-
Gordon equation. However, the presence of a bound state of the
unperturbed problem, causes a nonlinear resonance leading to the
anomalously slow radiative decay of solutions.
We now conclude with some further remarks on the results of this
paper, mention directions currently under investigation and some
open problems.
1. Anomalously slow time-decay rates:
It is natural to compare the time-decay rate of solutions described by
Theorem 1.1 with those of related problems.
(1a) Translation invariant linear Klein-Gordon equation V  0 and
k  0:
We shall refer to free dispersive rates of decay as those associated
with the constant coecient equation:
@2t uÿ Du m2u  0 : 8:1
Results on this are presented in section 2. Roughly speaking, if the
initial data has a sucient number of derivatives in Lp, 1 < p  2,
then the solution decays at a rate Otÿn12ÿ 1p 0 in Lp0 . Here,
pÿ1  p0ÿ1  1:
(1b) Translation invariant nonlinear Klein Gordon equation (V  0
and k 6 0):
For small initial conditions it has been shown that solutions decay
at free dispersive rates; see [65] and references cited therein.
(1c) Linear Klein-Gordon equation with a potential having a bound
state, as hypothesized V 6 0 and k  0): By the spectral theorem, a
typical solution will decompose into a linear superposition of (i) a
bound state part, of the form: R0 cosXt  q0ux, and (ii) a part
which disperses to zero at free dispersive rates.
(1d) Nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation with a potential having a
bound state, as hypothesized V 6 0 and k 6 0: Whereas the de-
caying part of the solution in the above cases tends to zero at a free
dispersive rate, Theorem 1.1 implies that the decay rate is anoma-
lously slow. In particular, the decay rate obtained in L8 is Otÿ14,
while the free dispersive rate in L8 is Otÿ98. This slow rate of decay,
due to the nonlinear resonant interactions, gives rise to a long-lived
or metastable states.
2. Dispersive Hamiltonian normal form
In a ®nite dimensional Hamiltonian system of one degree of
freedom, the general normal form is:
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A0  ic10  c21jAj2  c32jAj4      cn1;njAj2n    A ; 8:2
where cn;n1 are real numbers. In present context we have the dis-
persive Hamiltonian normal form
A0  ik10  k21jAj2  k32jAj4      kn1;njAj2n    A ; 8:3
where
kn1;n  dn1;n  icn1;n
are, in general, numbers with real and imaginary part. Contributions
to the real parts of coecients come from resonances with the con-
tinuous spectrum. If (1.8) fails there are two possibilities; either (a) 3X
does not lie in the continuous spectrum of B (it lies in the gap 0;m,
or (b) 3X lies in the continuous spectrum of B but we are in the non-
generic situation where the projection of u3 onto the generalized
(continuum) eigenmode of frequency 3X is zero. In either case, we
expect that, typically, internal dissipation would arise in the normal
form at higher order. More precisely, we conjecture that the leading
order nonzero dn1;n , which would correspond to a resonance with
the continuum of a higher harmonic: qX 2 rcontB; q > 3 is always
negative. (If the sign of dn1;n were positive, this would seem to be in
violation of the conservation of energy and the implied Lyapunov
stability of the zero solution.) The corresponding decay rate would
then be slower, speci®cally Ojtjÿ 12n.
From this perspective one may expect the existence of breather so-
lutions of integrable non-linear ¯ows like the sine-Gordon equation or
the extremely long-lived breather -like states of the /4 -model as corre-
sponding to the case where to all order the coecients dn1;n are zero.
Does the vanishing of all such coecients have an interpretat-
ion in terms of the in®nitely many time-invariants for the integr-
able ¯ow?
3. Multiple bound state problems:
Of interest are problems where the underlying potential, V(x), sup-
ports more than one bound state. What is the large time behavior of
such systems? Our analysis and the above remarks suggest that a more
general normal form could be developed, and the corresponding (in
general slower) decay rates anticipated. Is it possible that a resonance
among the multiple ``discrete oscillators'' can be arranged so that one
gets a persistence of nondecaying solutions, or does radiation to the
continuum always win out?
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4. Relation to center manifold theory:
Our program of decomposing the original conservative dynamical
system into a ®nite dimensional dynamical system (1.20) which is
weakly coupled to an in®nite dimensional dynamical system is one
commonly used in dissipative dynamical systems. There, it is often
possible using the center manifold approach [14], [67], to construct an
invariant center-stable manifold. The dynamics in a neighborhood of
an equilibrium point are characterized by an exponentially fast
contraction on to the invariant manifold. The contraction is expo-
nential because the part of the linearized spectrum associated with
the in®nite dimensional part of the dynamics is contained in the left
half plane. In the current context of conservative dynamical systems,
the linearization about the equilibrium point here u  0 lies on the
imaginary axis; in particular, two complex conjugate eigenvalues
iX and continuous spectrum from im to i1. The analogue of
dissipation is the mechanism of dispersive radiation of energy,
related to the continuous spectrum, and the associated algebraic
time-decay.
There is recent work on the application of center manifold
methods to certain special conservative dynamical systems of non-
linear Schrodinger type; see the center manifold analysis of [46] ap-
plied to problem studied by the authors in [60]. It would be of interest
to understand whether geometric insight on the structure of the phase
space for problems of the type considered in this paper can
be obtained using the ideas of invariant manifold theory.
5. Systems with disorder:
In this paper, we have seen the eect of a single localized defect on the
wave propagation dynamics in a nonlinear system. Of great interest
would be an understanding of the eects of a spatially random dis-
tribution of defects modeled, for example, by random potential V(x)
on the localization of energy in nonlinear systems such as (1.1). Re-
lated questions are studied in [22], [25], [10].
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